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sharma knows his audience. the moment you catch yourself wishing omi had a dosa to hand, you know hes walking a fine line. the plot follows a formulaic path, but even so, each episode finds the right notes, with the characters being played with the right amount of warmth. sharma may not be quite as proficient in comedy as his peers, but he
says it with a tone that matters. and the truth is that its luv shuv tey chicken khuranathat makes you laugh; the movie isnt about what happens to omi or his family, but about how they handle life as a group. its an extension of dilwale dulhaniya le jayengeof sorts, but unlike that movie, luv shuv tey chicken khuranaisnt a feel-good affair. on the

contrary, it makes you question your capacity to love. the biggest surprise is that luv shuv tey chicken khuranadoesnt feel like its the product of a man making good his second attempt at filmmaking. instead, it feels like a debut film made by a seasoned, successful director. sharma directs with his usual flair and provides ample scope for laughter,
romance and all forms of emotions. its not quite the kind of film that inspires you to go out and hug someone, but you would never want to miss it. this time around, sharma has created the rare kind of mainstream comedy that not only appeals to the masses, but also works for the target audience. just dont expect luv shuv tey chicken khuranato

be a movie like bunty aur bablior paaor yaar meri zaat. it isnt as perfect, nor does it have as much of a legacy. but it does have charm and sophistication. and a sense of humour, of course.
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though the first half of luv shuv tey chicken khurana seems to have an over-reliance on clichés, the film starts to shed its skin during the second half. the film is about omi, a man who has a bad memory. he is married to his childhood sweetheart, harman, and they have a son, jishu. harman, who is to be married to her cousin, jeet, lives with her
parents and is the only breadwinner. but omi is the favourite son of his grandfather, who lives in a farm house with his wife and young daughter. this grandmother is a morphine addict and the only thing she talks about is her daily dose. many of the characters are so likable that it takes some getting used to, but my pet hate is the dance

sequences, which make me want to walk out of the film. sameer sharma films the latter with a lot of silence, using the camera more as an audience in which to observe the burgeoning relationships and their delicious consequences. omi has the best scenes, especially the ones where he cooks with harman. and harman makes a grand return. you
will catch yourself chuckling over some of the lines that he utters, particularly a couple of his remarks to omi about his responsibility to his family. but when luv shuv tey chicken khuranais good, it is simply extraordinary. the actors are good, and the plot is a little too formulaic for my taste, but it is such a pleasure to watch them in action. oh, and

the film features the most delicious chicken ive ever tasted. luv shuv tey chicken khurana is a gem and the best film i have seen this year. not an instant classic, but a wonderfully made and well-meaning film that will make you want to eat chicken khurana. give it a chance. 5ec8ef588b
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